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What are Carbon Offsets?
•

Offsets are a tool that value the climate benefit
of keeping CO2 out of the atmosphere and
stored in trees, plants and soils on the ground.

•

Tool should be viewed as something that allows
communities to achieve their forest and
landscape management goals, where these
goals line up with climate goals.

•

Forest Manager or Project Developer’s job is to
help uncover what the community wants to see
on the landscape, explore whether we can hope
to achieve that through developing an offset
project, and then make it happen.

Role of the Carbon Offset
Proactive, project based emissions reduction. Gets
or keeps carbon out of the atmosphere.
Many types: Forests, agriculture, soils, waste
management. Must be outside of “capped sector.”
Drive new investment into improving emissions
reductions outcomes across the economy.
Democratize engagement in climate action. Fills the
gap between personal actions and public policy, NGOs
and government.
Every single offset system in the world allows forest
offsets. Can’t solve climate change without forests. 1/3
of past emissions. 1/5 of annual.
Offsets are a tool to connect emissions reductions
supply and demand.

Fundamentals of a Carbon
Offset
A carbon offset is a proactive, project based emissions
reduction that wouldn’t have happened without the project.
Real – It actually has to reduce or remove a tonne of CO2
equivalent
Quantifiable – Must be able to count the benefit.
Additional – Beyond business-as-usual. Emission
reduction wouldn’t have happened if it weren’t for the offset
project. Various paths beyond financial.
Permanent – 100 year permanence common benchmark.
Verified – All of the above are proven, in accordance to
standard.

Anatomy of a Carbon Offset
Documentation turns action into an offset.
Project Idea Document – High level detail of all project
aspects.
Project Plan – Written to the protocol to describe all
details of project.
Validation – Does Project Plan meet the requirements
of Protocol?
Implementation – Execute project in line with Project
Plan.
Verification – Ensure implementation done as
described in Project Plan.
Issuance & Registration–Creates serialized unit.
Follows Standard’s rules
Sale – Prepare for this from very start. Opportunity for
advanced contracts.

Picking Carbon Offsets
Standard – Allows one to understand quality
boundaries without visiting the project.
•
•
•
•

Local compliance standard
Verified Carbon Standard
Clean Development Mechanism
ISO14064-2 (difficult to assess quality via standard.)

Sector – Buyers may favour some sectors over others.
Good fit valuable for stakeholder buy-in.
Location – Similar to above. Local speaks to some.
International to others.
Vintage – Newer generally better than older.

Voluntary Carbon Offsets
•

Using and reporting on voluntary offset use is
generally simple. May be driven by offset standard,
or use regime.

•

Offset should be “retired” on appropriate registry.

•

It’s my position, and carbon market industry standard
that only offsets can counterbalance emissions.
Hence generally a must for Net Zero.

•

Market has gone up substantially in last year, making
new projects feasible.

Canadian Compliance Carbon
• British Columbia has had a semi-compliance offset
system since ~2009, evolving towards compliance.
Carbon Neutral Public Service as initial demand. Pacific
Carbon Trust to build market and secure supply.
• Alberta has had compliance system. Lots of project
types. Offsets used into “intensity-based cap and trade”
program.
• Federal Government is now building a offset system to
make offsets available for use under their “Output-Based
Allowance” system. Will allow eligible units from BC and
Alberta offset systems as well.

Potential Role of ITMOs in
Funding Climate Action
•

Nations seeking international funding for emissions
reductions should engage with Paris Agreement
Article 6 system and its carbon credit pathway, the
ITMO.

•

Provides internationally tradable carbon credit that
can be used by any country that wishes to use it.

•

Significant sovereign right issue ITMOs under the
Paris Agreement. Decisions remain in host country
and buyer.

•

Directs money at real, verifiable carbon outcomes –
good for environment, people and climate.

Ecotrust Canada
•

Canadian charity building economic alternatives for
people in the places they call home.

•

Focus on Fisheries, Community Energy, Indigenous
Homes and Housing, and Climate Innovation.

•

Team has been using carbon offsets to develop
projects since 2004, innovating many of the
Methodologies and tools used today.

•

We’re really lucky to get to see first hand how
carbon markets can drive climate action,
technological innovation & improved ecosystem
outcomes
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